SEPTEMBER, 3-13
SEPHARDIC CINEMONTE DAYS
Between 3 to 13 September, the “Pilar del Anfiteatro” Tavern and National Parador of Taxtum will include on their menu some dishes made from traditional Sephardic recipes. Business hours:
“Pilar del Anfiteatro” Tavern:
41, Millán de Prado St. Tel. 953 240 701
National Parador of Taxtum:
Santa Catalina Castle Rd. Tel. 953 238 000

SEPTEMBER, 5
CÓRDOBA MEETS JEWISH JAÉN GUIDED TOUR
A group of cordobeses will visit the Jewish Quarter of Jaén, in the midst of an exchange of activities between the town members of “Southern Sephardic” group, also integrated in the Jewish Quarters Network of Spain.

SEPTEMBER, 6
“HASDÁN IBN SHAPRUT, A BRIDGE BETWEEN CULTURES” GUIDED TOUR
This guided tour will be realized by Rafael Canaana Espinosa, president of the JUVENTA cultural association.
Essential previous inscription at:
jaen@redpdonas.org
(50 people maximum).

SEPTEMBER, 6
OPENING OF THE “GOTHIC FRIEZE OF JAÉN CATHEDRAL” PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION BY CARLOS PERÚS VIRE
01:00 p.m. Court of the Municipal Palace of Culture. W/n, Bernardo López St.
The exhibition will be opened until September 30.

SEPTEMBER, 10
SCREENING OF THE “KNOWLEDGE IS THE BEGINNING” DOCUMENTARY
O.S.K. Germany, 2005, 1/4, directed by Paul Smaczny
10:00 p.m. Court of the Municipal Palace of Culture
W/n, Bernardo López St.
Free access until complete capacity.
Synopsis:
This documentary takes the effort of musician and director Daniel Rannenberg with Palestinian critic and writer Edward Said about the creation of the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra, that puts together young Arab and Israeli musicians in a testimony of peaceful rige, cultural understanding and future peace hope.

SEPTEMBER, 11
“HASDÁN IBN SHAPRUT’S MUSIC” CONCERT BY ALEPH GROUP
10:00 p.m. Court of the Municipal Palace of Culture
W/n, Bernardo López St.
Free access until complete capacity.